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although you don’t need a large computing infrastructure to process massive amounts of data with apache hadoop it can still be difficult to get started this practical guide shows you how to quickly launch data analysis projects in the cloud by using amazon elastic mapreduce emr the hosted hadoop framework in amazon services aws authors kevin schmidt and christopher phillips demonstrate best practices for using emr and various aws and apache technologies by walking you through the construction of a sample mapreduce log analysis application using code samples and example configurations you’ll learn how to assemble the building blocks necessary to solve your biggest data analysis problems get an overview of the aws and apache software tools used in large scale data analysis go through the process of executing a job flow with a simple log analyzer discover useful mapreduce patterns for filtering and analyzing data sets use apache hive and pig instead of java to build a mapreduce job flow learn the basics for using amazon emr to run machine learning algorithms develop a project cost model for using amazon emr and other aws tools

Analyzing Big Data with Hadoop, AWS, and EMR 2017

hadoop is today’s most pervasive technology used in big data for distributing the processing of massive data sets across clusters of commodity computers with amazon’s elastic mapreduce service emr you can rent capacity through amazon services aws to store and analyze data at minimal cost on top of a real hadoop cluster this course shows you how to use an emr hadoop cluster via a real life example where you’ll analyze movie ratings data using hive pig and oozie it focuses on practical tips for using an emr cluster efficiently integrating the cluster with amazon s3 service and determining the right money saving size for a cluster you’ll learn how to interact with your cluster through the hue interface from a terminal prompt as well as through emr steps that can execute your scripts automatically resource description page

Learning Big Data with Amazon Elastic MapReduce 2014-10-10

this book is aimed at developers and system administrators who want to learn about big data analysis using amazon elastic mapreduce basic java programming knowledge is required you should be comfortable with using command line tools prior knowledge of aws api and cli tools is not assumed also no exposure to hadoop and mapreduce is expected

Programming Elastic MapReduce 2013

are there any easy to implement alternatives to amazon elastic mapreduce sometimes other solutions are available that do not require the cost implications of a full blown project is a fully trained team formed supported and committed to work on the amazon elastic mapreduce improvements what prevents you from making the changes you know will make you a more effective amazon elastic mapreduce leader what is the purpose of amazon elastic mapreduce in relation to the mission if substitutes have been appointed have they been briefed on the amazon elastic mapreduce goals and received regular communications as to the progress to date defining designing creating and implementing a process to solve a challenge or meet an objective is the most valuable role in every group company organization and department unless you are talking a one time single use project there should be a process whether that process is managed and implemented by humans ai or a combination of the two it needs to be designed by someone with a complex enough perspective to ask the right questions someone capable of asking the right questions and step back and say what are we really trying to accomplish here and is there a different way to look at it this self assessment empowers people to do just that whether their title is entrepreneur manager consultant vice president cxo etc they are
the people who rule the future they are the person who asks the right questions to make amazon elastic mapreduce investments work better this amazon elastic mapreduce all inclusive self assessment enables you to be that person all the tools you need to an in depth amazon elastic mapreduce self assessment featuring 668 new and updated case based questions organized into seven core areas of process design this self assessment will help you identify areas in which amazon elastic mapreduce improvements can be made in using the questions you will be better able to diagnose amazon elastic mapreduce projects initiatives organizations businesses and processes using accepted diagnostic standards and practices implement evidence based best practice strategies aligned with overall goals integrate recent advances in amazon elastic mapreduce and process design strategies into practice according to best practice guidelines using a self assessment tool known as the amazon elastic mapreduce scorecard you will develop a clear picture of which amazon elastic mapreduce areas need attention your purchase includes access details to the amazon elastic mapreduce self assessment dashboard download which gives you your dynamically prioritized projects ready tool and shows your organization exactly what to do next you will receive the following contents with new and updated specific criteria the latest quick edition of the book in pdf the latest complete edition of the book in pdf which criteria correspond to the criteria in the self assessment excel dashboard and example pre filled self assessment excel dashboard to get familiar with results generation plus an extra special resource that helps you with project managing includes lifetime self assessment updates every self assessment comes with lifetime updates and lifetime free updated books lifetime updates is an industry first feature which allows you to receive verified self assessment updates ensuring you always have the most accurate information at your fingertips

Amazon Elastic Mapreduce a Clear and Concise Reference 2018-11-15

frank kane s hands on spark training course based on his bestselling taming big data with apache spark and python video now available in a book understand and analyze large data sets using spark on a single system or on a cluster about this book understand how spark can be distributed across computing clusters develop and run spark jobs efficiently using python a hands on tutorial by frank kane with over 15 real world examples teaching you big data processing with spark who this book is for if you are a data scientist or data analyst who wants to learn big data processing using apache spark and python this book is for you if you have some programming experience in python and want to learn how to process large amounts of data using apache spark frank kane s taming big data with apache spark and python will also help you what you will learn find out how you can identify big data problems as spark problems install and run apache spark on your computer or on a cluster analyze large data sets across many cpus using spark s resilient distributed datasets implement machine learning on spark using the mllib library process continuous streams of data in real time using the spark streaming module perform complex network analysis using spark s graphx library use amazon s elastic mapreduce service to run your spark jobs on a cluster in detail frank kane s taming big data with apache spark and python is your companion to learning apache spark in a hands on manner frank will start you off by teaching you how to set up spark on a single system or on a cluster and you ll soon move on to analyzing large data sets using spark rdd and developing and running effective spark jobs quickly using python apache spark has emerged as the next big thing in the big data domain quickly rising from an ascending technology to an established superstar in just a matter of years spark allows you to quickly extract actionable insights from large amounts of data on a real time basis making it an essential tool in many modern businesses frank has packed this book with over 15 interactive fun filled examples relevant to the real world and he will empower you to understand the spark ecosystem and implement production grade real time spark projects with ease style and approach frank kane s taming big data with apache spark and python is a hands on tutorial with over 15 real world examples
carefully explained by frank in a step by step manner the examples vary in complexity and you can move through them at your own pace

**Frank Kane's Taming Big Data with Apache Spark and Python 2017-06-30**

if you are a big data enthusiast and wish to use hadoop v2 to solve your problems then this book is for you this book is for java programmers with little to moderate knowledge of hadoop mapreduce this is also a one stop reference for developers and system admins who want to quickly get up to speed with using hadoop v2 it would be helpful to have a basic knowledge of software development using java and a basic working knowledge of linux

**Hadoop MapReduce v2 Cookbook - Second Edition 2015-02-25**

pro apache hadoop second edition brings you up to speed on hadoop the framework of big data revised to cover hadoop 2 0 the book covers the very latest developments such as yarn aka mapreduce 2 0 new hdfs high availability features and increased scalability in the form of hdfs federations all the old content has been revised too giving the latest on the ins and outs of mapreduce cluster design the hadoop distributed file system and more this book covers everything you need to build your first hadoop cluster and begin analyzing and deriving value from your business and scientific data learn to solve big data problems the mapreduce way by breaking a big problem into chunks and creating small scale solutions that can be flung across thousands upon thousands of nodes to analyze large data volumes in a short amount of wall clock time learn how to let hadoop take care of distributing and parallelizing your software you just focus on the code hadoop takes care of the rest covers all that is new in hadoop 2 0 written by a professional involved in hadoop since day one takes you quickly to the seasoned pro level on the hottest cloud computing framework

**Pro Apache Hadoop 2014-09-18**

while 2 0 was about data 3 0 is about knowledge and information scripting intelligence 3 0 information gathering and processing offers the reader ruby scripts for intelligent information management in a 3 0 environment including information extraction from text using semantic technologies information gathering relational database metadata web scraping wikipedia freebase combining information from multiple sources and strategies for publishing processed information this book will be a valuable tool for anyone needing to gather process and publish web or database information across the modern web environment text processing recipes including speech tagging and automatic summarization gathering visualizing and publishing information from the semantic information gathering from traditional sources such as relational databases and web sites

**Scripting Intelligence 2009-09-01**

summary modern data science solutions need to be clean easy to read and scalable in mastering large datasets with python author j t wolohan teaches you how to take a small project and scale it up using a functionally influenced approach to python coding you ll explore methods and built in python tools that lend themselves to clarity and scalability like the high performing parallelism method as well as distributed technologies that allow for high data throughput the abundant hands on exercises in this practical tutorial will lock in these essential skills for any large scale data science project purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf kindle and epub formats from Manning publications about the technology programming techniques that work well on laptop sized data can slow to a crawl or fail altogether when applied to massive files or distributed datasets by mastering the powerful map and reduce
paradigm along with the python based tools that support it you can write data
centric applications that scale efficiently without requiring codebase rewrites
as your requirements change about the book mastering large datasets with python
travel and tourism teaches you to write code that can handle datasets of any size you ll start
with laptop sized datasets that teach you to parallelize data analysis by
breaking large tasks into smaller ones that can run simultaneously you ll then
scale those same programs to industrial sized datasets on a cluster of cloud
servers with the map and reduce paradigm firmly in place you ll explore tools
like hadoop and pyspark to efficiently process massive distributed datasets
speed up decision making with machine learning and simplify your data storage
with aws s3 what s inside an introduction to the map and reduce paradigm
parallelization with the multiprocessing module and pathos framework hadoop and
spark for distributed computing running aws jobs to process large datasets
about the reader for python programmers who need to work faster with more data
about the author j t wolohan is a lead data scientist at booz allen hamilton
and a phd researcher at indiana university bloomington

Mastering Large Datasets with Python 2020-01-15

enterprise level data processing is taking new steps in terms of data
management and to derive practical insights from large volumes of data to
stream this big data reliably into actionable results is highly effective using
hadoop technology hadoop mapreduce distributed framework enables processing of
large datasets simultaneously on large cluster of nodes where the dataset is
broken into chunks amazon elastic mapreduce emr gives advantage in deploying
and maintaining the amazon elastic compute cloud ec2 instances and easily
retrieves the data which is stored in cloud like amazon simple storage service
s3 in this project i designed and implemented the mapreduce jobs using hadoop
mapreduce framework on popular yelp dataset provided by yelp inc the purpose of
the project is to extract the hidden facts from the yelp dataset to make the
entrepreneurs understand the business growth and estimate the impact of users
rating over the period of time in addition to that from the perspective of
users it finds the peak time and busy days of the business and gives the
information to make early appointments to get around long wait times
implementation of mapreduce jobs are carried out in amazon emr clusters and
used amazon cloud s3 for data storage this project has a web application
interface built using angularjs single page architecture the results from
mapreduce jobs are shown in a graphical manner using chartjs this application
also allows users to filter business details compare growth of different
business categories and location advantage for a business over other locations

Yelp Data Into Insights 2016

unlock the power of your data with hadoop 2 x ecosystem and its data
warehousing techniques across large data sets about this book conquer the
mountain of data using hadoop 2 x tools the authors succeed in creating a
context for hadoop and its ecosystem hands on examples and recipes giving the
bigger picture and helping you to master hadoop 2 x data processing platforms
overcome the challenging data processing problems using this exhaustive course
with hadoop 2 x who this book is for this course is for java developers who
know scripting wanting a career shift to hadoop big data segment of the it
industry so if you are a novice in hadoop or an expert this book will make you
reach the most advanced level in hadoop 2 x what you will learn best practices
for setup and configuration of hadoop clusters tailoring the system to the problem at hand integration with relational databases using hive for sql queries and sqoop for data transfer installing and maintaining hadoop 2 x cluster and its ecosystem advanced data analysis using the hive pig and map reduce programs machine learning principles with libraries such as mahout and batch and stream data processing using apache spark understand the changes involved in the process in the move from hadoop 1 0 to hadoop 2 0 dive into yarn and storm and use yarn to integrate storm with hadoop deploy hadoop on amazon elastic mapreduce and discover hdfs replacements and learn about hdfs federation in detail as marc andreessen has said data is eating the world which can be witnessed today being the age of big data businesses are producing data in huge volumes every day and this rise in tide of data need to be organized and analyzed in a more secured way with proper and effective use of hadoop you can build new improved models and based on that you will be able to make the right decisions the first module hadoop beginners guide will walk you through on understanding hadoop with very detailed instructions and how to go about using it commands are explained using sections called what just happened for more clarity and understanding the second module hadoop real world solutions cookbook 2nd edition is an essential tutorial to effectively implement a big data warehouse in your business where you get detailed practices on the latest technologies such as yarn and spark big data has become a key basis of competition and the new waves of productivity growth hence once you get familiar with the basics and implement the end to end big data use cases you will start exploring the third module mastering hadoop so now the question is if you need to broaden your hadoop skill set to the next level after you nail the basics and the advance concepts then this course is indispensable when you finish this course you will be able to tackle the real world scenarios and become a big data expert using the tools and the knowledge based on the various step by step tutorials and recipes style and approach this course has covered everything right from the basic concepts of hadoop till you master the advance mechanisms to become a big data expert the goal here is to help you learn the basic essentials using the step by step tutorials and from there moving toward the recipes with various real world solutions for you it covers all the important aspects of hadoop from system designing and configuring hadoop machine learning principles with various libraries with chapters illustrated with code fragments and schematic diagrams this is a compendious course to explore hadoop from the basics to the most advanced techniques available in hadoop 2 x

**Hadoop: Data Processing and Modelling 2016-08-31**

until recently hadoop deployments existed on hardware owned and run by organizations now of course you can acquire the computing resources and network connectivity to run hadoop clusters in the cloud but there s a lot more to deploying hadoop to the public cloud than simply renting machines this hands on guide shows developers and systems administrators familiar with hadoop how to install use and manage cloud born clusters efficiently you ll learn how to architect clusters that work with cloud provider features not just to avoid pitfalls but also to take full advantage of these services you ll also compare the amazon google and microsoft clouds and learn how to set up clusters in each of them learn how hadoop clusters run in the cloud the problems they can help you solve and their potential drawbacks examine the common concepts of cloud providers including compute capabilities networking and security and storage build a functional hadoop cluster on cloud infrastructure and learn what the major providers require explore use cases for high availability relational data with hive and complex analytics with spark get patterns and practices for running cloud clusters from designing for price and security to dealing with maintenance
Moving Hadoop to the Cloud 2017-07-14

this is a hands on course where amazon services pro frank kane shows you how to rent amazon s elastic mapreduce service emr at minimal cost and use it to run spark scripts on top of a real hadoop cluster kane s approach is fun you ll learn a big data analysis process by actually deploying spark on emr to build a working movie recommendation engine using real movie ratings data resource description page

Analyzing Big Data with Spark and Amazon EMR 2017

data is arriving faster than you can process it and the overall volumes keep growing at a rate that keeps you awake at night hadoop can help you tame the data beast effective use of hadoop however requires a mixture of programming design and system administration skills hadoop beginner s guide removes the mystery from hadoop presenting hadoop and related technologies with a focus on building working systems and getting the job done using cloud services to do so when it makes sense from basic concepts and initial setup through developing applications and keeping the system running as the data grows the book gives the understanding needed to effectively use hadoop to solve real world problems starting with the basics of installing and configuring hadoop the book explains how to develop applications maintain the system and how to use additional products to integrate with other systems while learning different ways to develop applications to run on hadoop the book also covers tools such as hive sqoop and flume that show how hadoop can be integrated with relational databases and log collection in addition to examples on hadoop clusters on ubuntu uses of cloud services such as amazon ec2 and elastic mapreduce are covered

Hadoop Beginner's Guide 2013-02-22

whether you re already in the cloud or determining whether or not it makes sense for your organization cloud computing and software services theory and techniques provides the technical understanding needed to develop and maintain state of the art cloud computing and software services from basic concepts and recent research findings to fut

Cloud Computing and Software Services 2010-07-19

if you are a system or application developer interested in learning how to solve practical problems using the hadoop framework then this book is ideal for you you are expected to be familiar with the unix linux command line interface and have some experience with the java programming language familiarity with hadoop would be a plus

Learning Hadoop 2 2015-02-13

the azure services platform is a cloud computing technology from microsoft it is composed of four core components windows azure net services sql services and live services each with a unique role in the functioning of your cloud service it is the goal of this book to show you how to use these components both separately and together to build flawless cloud services at its heart windows azure platform is a down to earth code centric book this book aims to show you precisely how the components are employed and to demonstrate the techniques and best practices you need to know to use them to best effect that said author tejjaswi redkar regularly takes time out to provide a thorough overview of the architectural concepts that underpin windows azure without this understanding you will find it hard to use the platform to its full potential by the time you ve read this book you will be comfortable building high quality end to end azure services of your own
Windows Azure Platform 2010-03-26

design scalable big data solutions using hadoop spark and aws cloud native services key features build data pipelines that require distributed processing capabilities on a large volume of datadiscover the security features of emr such as data protection and granular permission managementexplore best practices and optimization techniques for building data analytics solutions in amazon emrbook description amazon emr formerly amazon elastic mapreduce provides a managed hadoop cluster in amazon services aws that you can use to implement batch or streaming data pipelines by gaining expertise in amazon emr you can design and implement data analytics pipelines with persistent or transient emr clusters in aws this book is a practical guide to amazon emr for building data pipelines you ll start by understanding the amazon emr architecture cluster nodes features and deployment options along with their pricing next the book covers the various big data applications that emr supports you ll then focus on the advanced configuration of emr applications hardware networking security troubleshooting logging and the different sdks and apis it provides later chapters will show you how to implement common amazon emr use cases including batch etl with spark real time streaming with spark streaming and handling upsert in s3 data lake with apache hudi finally you ll orchestrate your emr jobs and strategize on premises hadoop cluster migration to emr in addition to this you ll explore best practices and cost optimization techniques while implementing your data analytics pipeline in emr by the end of this book you ll be able to build and deploy hadoop or spark based apps on amazon emr and also migrate your existing on premises hadoop workloads to aws what you will learnexplore amazon emr features architecture hadoop interfaces and emr studioconfigure deploy and orchestrate hadoop or spark jobs in productionimplement the security data governance and monitoring capabilities of emr build applications for batch and real time streaming data analytics solutionsperform interactive development with a persistent emr cluster and notebookorchestrate an emr spark job using aws step functions and apache airflow who this book is for this book is for data engineers data analysts data scientists and solution architects who are interested in building data analytics solutions with the hadoop ecosystem services and amazon emr prior experience in either python programming scala or the java programming language and a basic understanding of hadoop and aws will help you make the most out of this book

Simplify Big Data Analytics with Amazon EMR 2022-03-25

this textbook on practical data analytics unites fundamental principles algorithms and data algorithms are the keystone of data analytics and the focal point of this textbook clear and intuitive explanations of the mathematical and statistical foundations make the algorithms transparent but practical data analytics requires more than just the foundations problems and data are enormously variable and only the most elementary of algorithms can be used without modification programming fluency and experience with real and challenging data is indispensable and so the reader is immersed in python and r and real data analysis by the end of the book the reader will have gained the ability to adapt algorithms to new problems and carry out innovative analyses this book has three parts a data reduction begins with the concepts of data reduction data maps and information extraction the second chapter introduces associative statistics the mathematical foundation of scalable algorithms and distributed computing practical aspects of distributed computing is the subject of the hadoop and mapreduce chapter b extracting information from data linear regression and data visualization are the principal topics of part ii the authors dedicate a chapter to the critical domain of healthcare analytics for an extended example of practical data analytics the algorithms and analytics will be of much interest to practitioners interested in utilizing the large and unwieldy data sets of the centers for disease control and prevention s
behavioral risk factor surveillance system c predictive analytics two foundational and widely used algorithms k nearest neighbors and naive bayes are developed in detail a chapter is dedicated to forecasting the last chapter focuses on streaming data and uses publicly accessible data streams originating from the twitter api and the nasdaq stock market in the tutorials this book is intended for a one or two semester course in data analytics for upper division undergraduate and graduate students in mathematics statistics and computer science the prerequisites are kept low and students with one or two courses in probability or statistics an exposure to vectors and matrices and a programming course will have no difficulty the core material of every chapter is accessible to all with these prerequisites the chapters often expand at the close with innovations of interest to practitioners of data science each chapter includes exercises of varying levels of difficulty the text is eminently suitable for self study and an exceptional resource for practitioners

Algorithms for Data Science 2016-12-25

browsing would not be what it is today without the use of service oriented architecture soa although much has been written about soa methodology this emerging platform is continuously under development exploring enterprise service bus in the service oriented architecture paradigm is a detailed reference source that examines current aspects and research methodologies that enable enterprise service bus to unify and connect services efficiently on a common platform featuring relevant topics such as soa reference architecture grid computing applications complex event computing and java business integration this is an ideal resource for all practitioners academicians graduate students and researchers interested in the discoveries on the relationship that service oriented architecture and enterprise service bus share

Exploring Enterprise Service Bus in the Service-Oriented Architecture Paradigm 2017-02-14

cloud computing is a model where computing resources processors storage software are offered as a utility from an indistinct location and boundaries to the user adoption of cloud computing in recent years has gained momentum within various avenues round the globe due to its characteristics like elasticity virtualization and pay as you go pricing in tune with the trend various companies have evolved which are offering web applications these companies provide the system required to host the application to users on lease which saves them from purchasing the book combines both theoretical and practical perspectives of cloud computing with a slant towards library and information centres the book describes in detail about various companies which are providing cloud computing solutions and infrastructure for library and information centres initiatives of oclc and best practices adopted in other libraries around the world has been discussed at length many avenues of the implementation of cloud computing has been identified in the present study various initiatives of the library professionals to move their internet sites their integrated library system for cataloguing and acquisition cloud based library apps cloud based stack map and their repository systems and inter library loan systems to the cloud has been mentioned the book further proposes a model which may serve as a blueprint for implementation of cloud computing technologies in libraries with the timely publication of book library and information service practitioners after going through the book can outsource the task of maintaining the computer infrastructure and focus on their mission to serve people with right information at right point of time

Cloud Computing in Libraries 2020-10-12

designed for a broad spectrum of people with technically diverse backgrounds this book covers the most recent developments in 2 0 programming topics and
applications the accompanying cd rom and companion site provide code samples

Web 2.0 Fundamentals: With AJAX, Development Tools, and Mobile Platforms 2011

the efficient management of a consistent and integrated database is a central task in modern it and highly relevant for science and industry hardly any critical enterprise solution comes without any functionality for managing data in its different forms scale data management for the cloud addresses fundamental challenges posed by the need and desire to provide database functionality in the context of the database as a service dbaas paradigm for database outsourcing this book also discusses the motivation of the new paradigm of cloud computing and its impact to data outsourcing and service oriented computing in data intensive applications techniques with respect to the support in the current cloud environments major challenges and future trends are covered in the last section of this book a survey addressing the techniques and special requirements for building database services are provided in this book as well

Web-Scale Data Management for the Cloud 2013-04-06

presents an introduction to data analytics describing the management of multi terabyte datasets such query tools as hadoop hive and google bigquery the use of r to perform statistical analysis and advanced data visualization tools

Data Just Right 2013

describes the features and functions of apache hive the data infrastructure for hadoop

Programming Hive 2012-09-26

until now design patterns for the mapreduce framework have been scattered among various research papers blogs and books this handy guide brings together a unique collection of valuable mapreduce patterns that will save you time and effort regardless of the domain language or development framework you re using each pattern is explained in context with pitfalls and caveats clearly identified to help you avoid common design mistakes when modeling your big data architecture this book also provides a complete overview of mapreduce that explains its origins and implementations and why design patterns are so important all code examples are written for hadoop summarization patterns get a top level view by summarizing and grouping data filtering patterns view data subsets such as records generated from one user data organization patterns reorganize data to work with other systems or to make mapreduce analysis easier join patterns analyze different datasets together to discover interesting relationships metapatterns piece together several patterns to solve multi stage problems or to perform several analytics in the same job input and output patterns customize the way you use hadoop to load or store data a clear exposition of mapreduce programs for common data processing patterns this book is indespensible for anyone using hadoop tom white author of hadoop the definitive guide

MapReduce Design Patterns 2012-11-21

in recent years socio political trends toward environmental responsibility and the pressing need to reduce run the engine rte costs have resulted in the concept of green it although a significant amount of energy is used to operate routing switching and transmission equipment comparatively less attention has been paid to green networking a
Designing Green Networks and Network Operations
2011-04-25

this book introduces you to the big data processing techniques addressing but not limited to various BI business intelligence requirements such as reporting
batch analytics online analytical processing OLAP data mining and warehousing and predictive analytics the book has been written on IBM platform of Hadoop
framework IBM InfoSphere BigInsight has the highest amount of tutorial matter available free of cost on internet which makes it easy to acquire proficiency in
this technique this therefore becomes highly vulnerable coaching materials in
easy to learn steps the book optimally provides the courseware as per MCA and MS
tech level syllabi of most of the universities all components of big data
platform like jaql hive pig sqoop flume hadoop streaming oozie hbase hdfs
flumeng whirr cloudera fuse zookeeper and mahout machine learning for Hadoop
has been discussed in sufficient detail with hands on exercises on each

Big Data and Hadoop 2017-01-01

service technologies are redefining the way that large and small companies are
doing business and exchanging information due to the critical need for
furthering automation engagement and efficiency systems and workflows are
becoming increasingly more web based services concepts methodologies tools and
applications is an innovative reference source that examines relevant
theoretical frameworks current practice guidelines industry standards and
standardization and the latest empirical research findings in web services
highlighting a range of topics such as cloud computing quality of service and
semantic web this multi volume book is designed for computer engineers it
specialists software designers professionals researchers and upper level
students interested in web services architecture frameworks and security

Web Services: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications 2018-12-07

explore big data concepts platforms analytics and their applications using the
power of Hadoop 3 key features learn Hadoop 3 to build effective big data
analytics solutions on premise and on cloud integrate Hadoop with other big
data tools such as R python spark and Apache Flink exploit big data
using Hadoop 3 with real world examples book description Apache Hadoop is the
most popular platform for big data processing and can be combined with a host
of other big data tools to build powerful analytics solutions big data
analytics with Hadoop 3 shows you how to do just that by providing insights
into the software as well as its benefits with the help of practical examples
once you have taken a tour of Hadoop 3 s latest features you will get an
overview of HDFS Mapreduce and YARN and how they enable faster more efficient
big data processing you will then move on to learning how to integrate Hadoop
with the open source tools such as Python and R to analyze and visualize data
and perform statistical computing on big data as you get acquainted with all
this you will explore how to use Hadoop 3 with Apache Spark and Apache Flink
for real time data analytics and stream processing in addition to this you will
understand how to use Hadoop to build analytics solutions on the cloud and an
end to end pipeline to perform big data analysis using practical use cases by
the end of this book you will be well versed with the analytical capabilities
of the Hadoop ecosystem you will be able to build powerful solutions to perform
big data analytics and get insight effortlessly what you will learn explore the
new features of Hadoop 3 along with HDFS YARN and Mapreduce get well versed
with the analytical capabilities of Hadoop ecosystem using practical examples
integrate Hadoop with R and Python for more efficient big data processing learn
to use Hadoop with Apache Spark and Apache Flink for real time data analytics
set up a Hadoop cluster on AWS cloud perform big data analytics on AWS using
elastic map reduce who this book is for Big Data Analytics with Hadoop 3 is for
you if you are looking to build high performance analytics solutions for your
enterprise or business using hadoop 3 s powerful features or you re new to big data analytics a basic understanding of the java programming language is required

**Big Data Analytics with Hadoop 3 2018-05-31**

there is an easier way to build hadoop applications with this hands on book you ll learn how to use cascading the open source abstraction framework for hadoop that lets you easily create and manage powerful enterprise grade data processing applications without having to learn the intricacies of mapreduce working with sample apps based on java and other jvm languages you ll quickly learn cascading s streamlined approach to data processing data filtering and workflow optimization this book demonstrates how this framework can help your business extract meaningful information from large amounts of distributed data start working on cascading example projects right away model and analyze unstructured data in any format from any source build and test applications with familiar constructs and reusable components work with the scalding and cascalog domain specific languages easily deploy applications to hadoop regardless of cluster location or data size build workflows that integrate several big data frameworks and processes explore common use cases for cascading including features and tools that support them examine a case study that uses a dataset from the open data initiative

**Enterprise Data Workflows with Cascading 2013-07-11**

in recent years cloud computing has gained a significant amount of attention by providing more flexible ways to store applications remotely with software testing continuing to be an important part of the software engineering life cycle the emergence of software testing in the cloud has the potential to change the way software testing is performed software testing in the cloud perspectives on an emerging discipline is a comprehensive collection of research by leading experts in the field providing an overview of cloud computing and current issues in software testing and system migration deserving the attention of researchers practitioners and managers this book aims to raise awareness about this new field of study

**Software Testing in the Cloud: Perspectives on an Emerging Discipline 2012-11-30**

cloud computing is a buzz word in today s information technology it that nobody can escape but what is really behind it there are many interpretations of this term but no standardized or even uniform definition instead as a result of the multi faceted viewpoints and the diverse interests expressed by the various stakeholders cloud computing is perceived as a rather fuzzy concept with this book the authors deliver an overview of cloud computing architecture services and applications their aim is to bring readers up to date on this technology and thus to provide a common basis for discussion new research and novel application scenarios they first introduce the foundation of cloud computing with its basic technologies such as virtualization and services after that they discuss the cloud architecture and its service modules the following chapters then cover selected commercial cloud offerings including amazon services and google app engine and management tools and present current related open source developments including hadoop eucalyptus and open cirrus next economic considerations cost and business models are discussed and an evaluation of the cloud market situation is given finally the appendix contains some practical examples of how to use cloud resources or cloud applications and a glossary provides concise definitions of key terms the authors presentation does not require in depth technical knowledge it is equally intended as an introduction for students in software engineering web technologies or business development for professional software developers or system architects and for future oriented decision makers like top executives and managers
summary event streams in action is a foundational book introducing the ulp paradigm and presenting techniques to use it effectively in data rich environments. Purchase of the print book includes a free ebook in pdf, kindle, and epub formats from Manning Publications. About the technology, many high profile applications like LinkedIn and Netflix deliver nimble, responsive performance by reacting to user and system events as they occur in large scale systems. This requires efficiently monitoring, managing, and reacting to multiple event streams. Tools like Kafka along with innovative patterns like unified log processing help create a coherent data processing architecture for event-based applications. The book event streams in action teaches you techniques for aggregating, storing, and processing event streams using the unified log processing pattern. In this hands-on guide, you'll discover important application designs like the lambda architecture, stream aggregation, and event reprocessing. You'll also explore scaling resiliency, advanced stream patterns, and much more. By the time you're finished, you'll be designing large scale data driven applications that are easier to build, deploy, and maintain. What's inside: Validating and monitoring event streams. Event analytics methods for event modeling. Examples using Apache Kafka and Amazon Kinesis. About the reader: For readers with experience coding in Java, Scala, or Python. About the author: Alexander Dean developed Snowplow, an open source event processing and analytics platform. Valentin Crettaz is an independent IT consultant with 25 years of experience.

Event Streams in Action 2019-05-10

need to move a relational database application to Hadoop? This comprehensive guide introduces you to Apache Hive, Hadoop's data warehouse infrastructure. You'll quickly learn how to use Hive's SQL dialect, HiveQL, to summarize, query, and analyze large datasets stored in Hadoop's distributed filesystem. This example-driven guide shows you how to set up and configure Hive in your environment. It provides a detailed overview of Hadoop and MapReduce, and demonstrates how Hive works within the Hadoop ecosystem. You'll also find real-world case studies that describe how companies have used Hive to solve unique problems involving petabytes of data. Use Hive to create alter and drop databases, tables, views, functions, and indexes. Customize data formats and storage options from files to external databases. Load and extract data from tables and use queries grouping, filtering, and other conventional query methods. Gain best practices for creating user-defined functions (UDFs). Learn Hive patterns you should use and anti-patterns you should avoid. Integrate Hive with other data processing programs, use storage handlers for NoSQL databases, and other datastores. Learn the pros and cons of running Hive on Amazon's Elastic MapReduce.

Programming Hive 2012-09-19

The ultimate objective of this book is to help you become a professional in the field of big data and Hadoop and ensuring you have enough skills to work in an industrial environment and solve real-world problems to come up with solutions that make a difference to this world. I tried at my best to explain the understanding on how a component in the Hadoop ecosystem works. Why it works that way and how it fits into the design of the overall Hadoop framework. This book explains the Hadoop framework followed by data analysis using MapReduce and Pig on sample use cases. Big data analysis using Amazon Elastic MapReduce on Amazon Cloud is also explained in detail. It also focuses on the Hadoop architecture, as well as explains the Hadoop setup using Cloudera QuickStart VM. Further MapReduce is also explained using a data analytics use case in addition to the above.
respectively and show how these technologies can be used for solving data analysis problems as well as big data analytics using Amazon services AWS other valuable titles edge computing fog computing python simply in depth formal language and automata theory virtual reality IOT programming internet of things 5G technologies

**Implementing Big Data Analytics Using Hadoop**

2019-06-12

Social network analysis increasingly bridges the discovery of patterns in diverse areas of study as more data becomes available and complex yet the construction of huge networks from large data often requires entirely different approaches for analysis including graph theory, statistics, machine learning, and data mining. This work covers frontier studies on social network analysis and mining from different perspectives such as social network sites, financial data, e-mails, forums, academic research funds, XML technology, blog content, community detection, and clique finding. Prediction of user's behavior, privacy in social network analysis, mobility from spatio-temporal point of view, agent technology, and political parties in parliament. These topics will be of interest to researchers and practitioners from different disciplines including but not limited to social sciences and engineering.

**State of the Art Applications of Social Network Analysis**

2014-05-14

Inside the dark provides a broad overview of emerging digital threats and computer crimes with an emphasis on cyberstalking, hacktivism, fraud, and identity theft and attacks on critical infrastructure. The book also analyzes the online underground economy and digital currencies. Cybercrime on the dark web, the book further explores how dark web crimes are conducted on the surface web in new mediums such as the internet of things, IOT, and peer-to-peer file sharing systems. As well as dark web forensics and mitigating techniques. This book starts with the fundamentals of the dark web along with explaining its threat landscape. The book then introduces the Tor browser, which is used to access the dark web ecosystem. The book continues to take a deep dive into cybersecurity, criminal activities in the dark net, and analyzes the malpractices used to secure your system. Furthermore, the book digs deeper into the forensics of dark web content analysis, threat intelligence, IOT crypto market, and cryptocurrencies. This book is comprehensive for those who want to understand the dark web quickly after reading inside the dark, you will understand the core concepts of the dark web, the different theoretical and cross-disciplinary approaches of the dark web and its evolution in the context of emerging crime threats. The forms of cybercriminal activity through the dark web and the technological and social engineering methods used to undertake such crimes. The behavior and role of offenders and victims in the dark web and analyze and assess the impact of cybercrime and the effectiveness of their mitigating techniques on the various domains how to mitigate cyberattacks happening through the dark web. The dark web ecosystem with cutting-edge areas like IOT forensics and threat intelligence and on the dark web related research and applications. And up to date on the latest technologies and research findings in this area for all present and aspiring cybersecurity professionals who want to upgrade their skills by understanding the concepts of the dark web inside the dark. They are one stop guide to understanding the dark web and building a cybersecurity plan.

**Inside the Dark Web**

2019-06-19

Integrate deploy rapidly configure and successfully manage your own big data intensive clusters in the cloud using OpenStack Sahara about this book a fast paced guide to help you utilize the benefits of Sahara in OpenStack to meet the big data world of Hadoop a step by step approach to simplify the complexity of...
hadoop configuration deployment and maintenance. Who this book is for: This book targets data scientists, cloud developers, and DevOps engineers who want to become proficient with OpenStack Sahara. Ideally, this book is suitable for readers who are familiar with databases, Hadoop, and Spark solutions. Additionally, a basic prior knowledge of OpenStack is expected. The readers should also be familiar with different Linux boxes, distributions, and virtualization technology.

What you will learn:
- Integrate and install Sahara with the OpenStack environment.
- Learn Sahara architecture under the hood.
- Rapidly configure and scale Hadoop clusters on top of OpenStack.
- Explore the Sahara REST API to create, deploy, and manage a Hadoop cluster.
- Learn the Elastic Processing Data (EPD) facility to execute jobs in clusters from Sahara.
- Cover other Hadoop stable plugins supported by Sahara.
- Discover different features provided by Sahara for Hadoop provisioning and deployment.
- Learn how to troubleshoot OpenStack Sahara issues in detail.

The Sahara project is a module that aims to simplify the building of data processing capabilities on OpenStack. The goal of this book is to provide a focused, fast-paced guide to installing, configuring, and getting started with integrating Hadoop with OpenStack using Sahara. The book should explain to users how to deploy their data-intensive Hadoop and Spark clusters on top of OpenStack. It will also cover how to use the Sahara REST API, how to develop applications for elastic data processing on OpenStack, and setting up Hadoop or Spark clusters on OpenStack.

OpenStack Sahara Essentials 2016-04-25